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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
An administrator navigates to the Avaya Orchestrator link shown
in the exhibit. What would the Administrator be able to monitor
here?
A. A list of Services with status of OK.
B. A list of Services regardless of status.
C. A list of Services with status of Warning or Critical.
D. A list of Services which have additional details.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. 36,960 Kbps
B. 80,025 Kbps
C. 135,795 Kbps
D. 51,150 Kbps
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Universal Containers (UC) uses Salesforce to track the
following customer data:
1. Leads,
2. Contacts
3. Accounts
4. Cases
Salesforce is considered to be the system of record for the
customer. In addition to Salesforce, customer data exists in an

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, ticketing system,
and enterprise data lake. Each of these additional systems have
their own unique identifier. UC plans on using middleware to
integrate Salesforce with the external systems.
UC has a requirement to update the proper external system with
record changes in Salesforce and vice versa.
Which two solutions should an Integration Architect recommend
to handle this requirement?
Choose 2 answers
A. Store unique identifiers in an External ID field in
Salesforce and use this to update the proper records across
systems.
B. Locally cache external ID'S at the middleware layer and
design business logic to map updates between systems.
C. Design an MDM solution that maps external ID's to the
Salesforce record ID.
D. Use Change Data Capture to update downstream systems
accordingly when a record changes.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
In which three ways can onePK applications be packaged? (Choose
three.)
A. OVA file for process-hosted application
B. .msi file for Windows end node
C. .pcap for blade-hosted application
D. RPM file on Linux end node
E. .pkg for process-hosted application
Answer: A,B,D
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